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Liu Shaoqi is a great Marxian and a revolutionist for proletariate and he is a 
excellent leader for our country. In the Party construction filed, he writes a lot of 
works and made the great achievement for practice. All these are formed to be the 
intact system. When we turn back to do research on his theory of  Party 
construction today, we still find there is some idea have the realistic gnification and 
foresight consciousness. This paper is emphasis on study Liu Shaoqi’s theory of 
Party construction, adopting the write mode of narration, analysis, disscussion and 
comments,his Party construction theory in this paper is divided into seveal phase to 
discuss according to the development. The author stands highly to comment this 
theory in the new times and combined with the current status of Party construction to 
disscuss the realistic signification of Liu Shaoqi’s Party construction thought. 
This paper has five parts. Forward: narrate the study background, study status 
and the write characters and article frame. Chapter 1: instruction the commence and 
develpoment of Liu Shaoqi’s thought of Party construction. Chapter 2: narrate the 
content of his Party construction thought. There are three parts: the cluture theory for 
Commie, the inner Party fignts and constuction of ruling Party. Chapter 3: Comment 
on Liu Shaoqi’s thought of Party construction. This party is emphasis on analyzing 
the signification of special content of his party constuction thought. 1.combine the 
education of party quality with traditional culture. 2. pay attention to animadvert on 
the Left orientation for the fight inside the Party. 3. Raise the idea to strengh the 
limits for the commie’s consciousness. 4. all the leader and cadre is the officer who 
provide the service to the people. 5. For the legal system construction. At the same 
time, analyze the shortage of Liu Shaoqi’s thought of Party constrution and disscuss 
the reasons. Chapter 4. Discuss the reference signification and spirit from Liu 
Shaoqi’s Party construction thought. Based on the content of Chapter 3, comined 
with the current status of Party construction, bring forward to the inspiration for 
today’s Party construction. Limited to the words reqirement, here only discuss on 















Commie quality. 2. The Party and government office should strengthen their public 
servant consciousness. 3. The construction of the Party Style and the Honest and 
Clean Government should combine with the education, regulation and law. 
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